
Chapter 12

Simultaneous Measurement of Force and Conductance Across

Single Molecule Junctions

Sriharsha V. Aradhya, Michael Frei, Mark S. Hybertsen, and Latha Venkataraman

Abstract Measurement of electronics and mechanics of single molecules provides a fundamental understanding of

conductance as well as bonding at the atomic scale. To study the mechanics at these length scales, we have built a

conducting atomic force microscope (AFM) optimized for high displacement and force resolution. Here, we simultaneously

measure conductance and force across single Au-molecule-Au junctions in order to obtain complementary information

about the electronics and structure in these systems. First we show that single-atom Au contacts, which have a conductance

of G0 (2e2/h), have a rupture force of about 1.4 nN, in excellent agreement with previous theoretical and experimental

studies. For a series of amine and pyridine linked molecules which are bound to Au electrodes through an Au-N donor-

acceptor bond, we observe that the rupture force depends on the backbone chemistry and can range from 0.5 to 0.8 nN. We

also study junctions formed with molecules that bind through P-Au and S-Au interactions. We find that both the conductance

signatures and junction evolution of covalent S-Au bond (thiolate) and a donor-acceptor S-Au bond (thiol) are dramatically

different. Finally, we perform density functional theory based adiabatic molecular junction elongation and rupture

calculations which give us an insight into the underlying mechanisms in these experiments.

12.1 Introduction

Understanding the physical properties of single molecule junctions is of fundamental importance to nanoscale electronics

[1–7]. While the electrical and thermal properties of a variety of organic molecules bound to metal electrodes have been

probed [6–14], measurements of rupture forces of single metal-molecule-metal junctions are new [15–19]. Mechanical

information at these length scales can help address a multitude of untested predictions regarding the interplay between

structure, mechanics and electronics of these junctions. In particular, probing the relation between mechanical and electronic

properties of single molecule circuits provides a deeper understanding of the structure-conductance relation in these systems.

The force signature for particular bond rupture events occurring during junction formation and evolution are probed in these

measurements, similar to the more established conductance signatures for a variety of known molecular backbones and

linker group combinations. However, conductance data alone is often insufficient to fully explain the complex, atomic

processes that control the evolution of the junction structure, in particular under stress. In this respect, force measurements

can potentially be used to determine bond rupture forces, junction stiffness, and their relation to the loading rate, that has

been demonstrated for biomolecular systems [20, 21].

Here, we use a modified atomic force microscope (AFM) to form single molecule junctions between an Au substrate and

an Au-coated cantilever (Fig. 12.1). The simultaneously measured conductance and force between the AFM tip and substrate

are analyzed to determine bond rupture forces [17, 18]. We analyze force data to obtain bond rupture forces from a large,

statistically significant set of individual measurements. We first show that the force required to break an Au-Au bond is
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1.4 nN, based on over 31,000 individual measurements and in good agreement with previous published results [22–24].

We then show that for single molecule junctions, the N-Au bond-rupture force depends on the molecular backbone, and

varies from 0.8 nN for 4,40 bipyridine to 0.5 nN in 1,4 diaminobenzene [17]. We then compare the conductance and rupture

forces of single molecule junctions formed by alkane backbones terminated with four different linker groups: amine,

methylsulfide, diphenylphosphine and thiol [18]. For the first three, which bind to Au through a donor-acceptor bond, we see

clear conductance signatures, with junctions rupturing under 0.6–0.8 nN stress. In contrast, junctions with thiol linkers

undergo multiple plastic deformation events during elongation, indicative of structural rearrangements. However, we find

that these events have an average rupture force that is smaller than the 1.4 nN observed for the rupture force of a single Au

atom contact. These results show that the rupture of an Au-S covalently bonded junction, which would most likely occur at

an Au-Au bond, does not require a force of 1.4 nN contrary to what is commonly assumed. Finally, we perform density

functional theory (DFT) calculations for adiabatic junction elongation trajectories. Chemical trends in the maximum

sustained force determined from these calculations agree well with the experimental results for rupture forces.

12.2 Experimental Methods

A schematic representation of the AFM setup is shown in Fig. 12.2a. The conductive AFM consists of a modified AFM head

(Veeco Multimode), external adder and filter circuits (SRS), as well as a homebuilt cantilever holder. A constant bias is

applied between an Au coated cantilever (TAP300, BudgetSensors) and an Au substrate placed on top of a single-axis

piezoelectric positioner with a built-in position sensor (Mad City Labs). The resulting current is converted to a voltage with a

current amplifier (Keithley 428). Data collection and control of the piezoelectric positioner are done by means of a data

acquisition board (National Instruments, PXI-4461) driven by a customized program using Igor software (Wavemetrics

Inc.). The AFM cantilever coated with a 5 nm Chromium adhesion layer and 100 nm of Au (99.999% purity, Alfa Aesar)

served as one electrode. An Au substrate (mica with 100 nm Au layer, 99.999% purity, Alfa Aesar) served as the second

electrode. The cantilever and substrate were UV/ozone cleaned prior to use. Force was determined by measuring the

deflections of a laser spot focused on the back of the cantilever, collected on the detector. The detector signal was calibrated

to yield the force data, using the thermal power spectrum method [23, 25]. For the simultaneous conductance and force trace

measurements, the substrate approached the cantilever tip until a set conductance larger than 5 G0 was measured to ensure

that the Au-molecule-Au junction from the previous measurement was completely destroyed. The sample was withdrawn at

a rate of 18 nm/s and the current and force versus position data was recorded at a sampling frequency of 100 kHz. All

position determinations were based on measurements with the built-in position sensor within our custom piezoelectric

positioner. This position sensor was calibrated both by the manufacturer and by us using laser interference measurements.

We found the absolute values of the measured displacements to be accurate to within 5%.

We simultaneously measure the conductance and force of molecular junctions by repeatedly forming and rupturing Au

point contacts between the tip and substrate of the AFM (Fig. 12.2a). Simultaneous measurements of cantilever deflection

relate to the force applied across the junction. The AFM is operated in ambient conditions at room temperature. Conductance

is measured by applying a constant bias of 25 mV between the tip and substrate, and measuring the resulting current. For

each measurement, an Au point-contact is first formed between the substrate and cantilever. It is then pulled apart and

Fig. 12.1 Illustration of

stretching and breaking

of a single molecule junction

between the AFM cantilever

and the substrate. Chemical

structure of the linker groups

and molecular backbones

measured in this study are

shown along with arrows
of size proportional to their

respective measured rupture

forces
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broken, while conductance and force are recorded as a function of sample displacement. This process is repeated thousands

of times to obtain large data sets of conductance and simultaneously acquired force versus junction elongation. Before

adding any molecule to the substrate, at least 1,000 conductance and force traces were collected to ensure that no

contamination was present in the setup. Individual conductance traces for an Au point-contact show stepwise decrease in

conductance until a single atom contact is formed with a conductance of G0 ¼ 2e2/h, the quantum of conductance

(Fig. 12.2b). The simultaneously acquired force traces show a characteristic saw-tooth pattern (Fig. 12.2b) indicating two

distinct force regimes: gradual linear increases due to elastic (reversible) elongations and sharp drops due to permanent

deformations of the junction. Upon further stretching, the single atomic gold wire breaks and the conductance exhibits a

tunneling signature when no molecules are present, while the cantilever displacement changes abruptly. When

measurements are carried out in an environment of molecules, an additional conductance step is frequently observed at a

molecule-dependent conductance value below 1 G0 along with an additional abrupt change in the force trace. The full trace

of force versus elongation presents a rich dataset describing the mechanical evolution of these junctions under stress. In this

study, we focus on the force associated with the breaking of a single atomic Au contacts or an Au-molecule-Au junctions.

This can be determined by analyzing the change in the cantilever deflection at the location where the 1 G0 or the molecular

conductance step ends and the junction breaks.

To extract statistically significant characteristics from the evolution of junction conductance and force as a function of

sample displacement, we construct two-dimensional (2D) histograms from the conductance and force traces, setting the origin

of the displacement axis at the point where either the 1 G0 conductance step or the molecular conductance step breaks. This

well-defined position on the x-axis is determined individually for each trace, using an automated algorithm. A fraction of the

traces do not show a conductance plateau at G0 or a plateau corresponding to a molecular junction. It is likely that the absence

of the G0 or the molecular conductance plateau means that a single-atom point contact or a single molecule junction was not

formed during that particular measurement. Therefore, these traces were not used for further analysis, as they do not contain

the bond rupture event of interest. The statistical occurrence of the junction of interest varies with the case, but a statistically

significant and unbiased data set results in each case. Each data point on the digitized conductance (force) trace was thus

assigned a conductance (force) coordinate (along the y-axis) and a position coordinate (along the x-axis). Two-dimensional

conductance histograms were then generated without further analysis. For the two-dimensional force histogram, we also set

the force at the new zero-displacement position to zero force by subtracting an offset from the entire force trace. This

realigned all force traces to a common point such that each force and displacement value was now determined relative to the

value at the end of the conductance step in each trace. After this realignment, thousands of force traces were added to generate

a two-dimensional force histogram. A statistically averaged force profile is obtained from this histogram from the peak of a

Gaussian that is fit to vertical sections at every displacement bin.

Figure 12.3a, b shows two-dimensional conductance and force histograms, respectively, constructed from over 31,000

traces measured without any molecules present and using 20 different tip/sample pairs. Insets to Fig. 12.3a, b show a

sample conductance and simultaneously acquired force trace, respectively, to illustrate where the zero in displacement is set.

The conductance is plotted on a logarithmic axis, whereas the force and the position (x-) axes use linear bins in these plots.

Negative displacements are events that occur before the end of the 1 G0 plateau while positive corresponds to data beyond the

Fig. 12.2 (a) Schematic of the modified conductive atomic force microscope. An Au point contact is formed between a Cr/Au-coated cantilever

and an Au-coated substrate with the relative separation controlled by a piezo. The force acting on the junction is detected by optically measuring

the deflection of the cantilever. (b) Sample conductance (red) and force (blue) data showing the evolution and rupture of an Au point contact, at a
bias of 25 mV and a piezo displacement speed of 18 nm/s. Step-wise decreases in conductance are accompanied by sudden jumps in the force
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end of the plateau. These histograms are generated from traces where the G0 step can be identified with our automated

algorithm. Approximately 80% (31,033 out of 39,000) of the measured traces exhibit a clearly identifiable 1 G0 step and are

included. Figure 12.3a shows clear peaks at integer multiples of G0 occurring at negative displacements, and almost no counts

at positive displacements, since zero displacement is set at the point when the G0 contact breaks.

The 2D force histogram, created from the same set of traces, (Fig. 12.3b) shows a trend in the force that is increasing with

increasing displacement, just prior to the clear sharp drop at zero displacement. The force required to break the G0 contact can

be determined from the magnitude of this drop. The force profile is effectively an averaged force trace for the single atom

contact rupture event. It shows a clearly defined drop of 1.4 � 0.2 nN at zero displacement, as illustrated in Fig. 12.3b,

corresponding to the breaking force of a single Au-Au bond. This value is in good agreement with published experimental and

theoretical results [22–24], validating our 2D analysis method. We note here that this result is from a statistically significant

data set of about 31,000 traces, providing a robust and unbiased determination of the single Au-Au bond breaking force.

12.3 Single Molecule Measurements

We apply this same technique to compare the bond rupture force in single molecule junctions. We study seven molecules

chosen to represent (a) four different molecular backbones (butane, hexane, benzene and bipyridine), each with a nitrogen

termination, and (b) four linker groups (Amine [NH2], thiomethyl [SMe], thiol [SH] and diphenylphosphine [DPP]), each

attached to similar saturated backbones (of 4 or 5 carbon atoms). The chemical names (and abbreviations used in the

following discussion) for the molecules are: (a) 1,4 diaminobenzene (BDA), (b) 4,40 bipyridine (BP), (c) 1,6-hexanediamine

(C6A), (d) 1,4-butanediamine (C4A) (e) 1,4-bis(methylsulfide) butane (C4SMe), (f) 1,5 bis-(diphenyl-phosphino)pentane

(C5DPP), and (g) 1,4-butanedithiol (C4SH). Each compound is obtained from commercial sources, and used without further

purification. Conductance is determined by measuring current through the junction at a constant applied bias of 25 mV for all

molecules, except 75 mV for C6A and for BP. The molecules are deposited onto the Au substrate either by evaporation or by

addition of a dilute concentration of molecule in the solvent 1,2,4-tricholorobenzene (TCB). Both the conductance and force

results are independent of the deposition method. Over 10,000 individual conductance and simultaneously acquired force

traces are collected with multiple tip/sample pairs for each molecule and these are analyzed by generating 2D histograms, as

detailed above, to characterize the molecular breaking force.

Figure 12.4a shows a 2D conductance histogram for C4A where the origin in the displacement axis is set at the end of the

molecular conductance step. Logarithmic bins for the conductance (y-) axis and linear bins for the displacement (x-) axis are

chosen for image clarity. The measured traces that show a molecular conductance step were selected using an automated

algorithm for both conductance and force analysis. Insets of Fig. 12.4a, b show conductance and simultaneous force data for

one particular junction breaking event, out of the over 3,500 individual measurements used to construct the 2D histograms.

A clear feature is seen in the conductance histogram at 9 � 10�4 G0, which gives us the most probable conductance of an

Fig. 12.3 (a) Two-dimensional conductance histogram constructed from over 31,000 traces. All traces are aligned such that the end of the plateau at

1 G0 is at zero along the displacement axis. A large number of counts is visible at integer multiples of G0. Inset: Sample conductance trace aligned to

zero displacement at the end of the 1 G0 plateau. (b) Two-dimensional force histogram constructed from simultaneously acquired force traces.

The force profile (black curve) is overlaid and shows a clear jump at zero displacement. The rupture force of 1.4 nN for a single atomic contact is

determined by extrapolating the fit of the force profile (dotted line). Inset: Force trace acquired simultaneously with conductance trace shown in the

inset to panel (a), aligned at the 1 G0 break
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Au-C4A-Au junction. This peak extends over a displacement of about 0.15 nm, indicating that molecular junctions can be

elongated over this distance prior to the final rupture.

Every molecule, except C4SH, shows characteristic conductance features due to the selective binding of the N, SMe or

DPP linker to undercoordinated Au atoms [26, 27]. Particularly, BP shows two characteristic conductance peaks (a ‘high-G’

and a ‘low-G’ peak) that occur at distinct junction elongation distances [28–30]. In this work, we probe the rupture from the

low-G peak, which corresponds to a geometry where the molecule bridges the two Au electrodes vertically [30]. Except

C4SH, for which we do not find any well-defined conductance, we note that the conductance peak positions (corresponding

to the most frequently measured conductance, see Table 12.1) are in good agreement with previously published data

collected in solution using the scanning tunneling microscope-based break junction technique [27, 30]. This further validates

our measurement and molecule deposition techniques. Furthermore, the clear conductance signature seen for all these

molecules allows us to measure specific single Au-molecule-Au junction rupture events unambiguously. In each case, except

the thiolate (SH) linker, it is also known that the binding mechanism is the (N, P or S)-Au donor-acceptor interaction [26, 27,

30–33]. In Table 12.1, we show bond rupture forces determined from 2D force histograms for six molecules considered here,

except C4SH. We see that in all these cases, the Au-molecule-Au junction ruptures at a force smaller than that of an Au-Au

bond, indicating that rupture occurs at the respective donor-acceptor bonds consistent with earlier work [16, 27, 33].

Specifically in the amine linked molecules, by comparing the measured rupture forces for C4A and C6A we see first that for

these two alkanes with 4 and 6 carbons in the backbone, the rupture forces are very similar. Additionally, we see that the

force required to break the N-Au bond in the conjugated molecule, BDA, is considerably smaller than in C4A and C6A,

which are fully saturated.

For the thiol (SH) linker, there are multiple bonding scenarios for an Au-S covalent bond, many possible locations for the

adsorption of the H atom on the electrodes and also a possibility of forming an Au-SH donor-acceptor bond [34]. In our

conductance results of C4SH, we see a qualitatively different behavior from those of the other three linkers. We see a

multitude of conductance features over a wide range of conductance spanning from just below G0 to the experimental noise

floor. This fact reflects previous studies [35, 36] which have explained such observations based on the many possible binding

mechanisms and geometries accessible to thiol linkers. Figure 12.5a, c demonstrates the lack of any clear conductance feature

in individual measurements of C4SH, in comparison to measurements with C4SMe, in our experiments. This precludes the

unambiguous assignment of the displacement at which the junction ruptured in each trace, which is essential in constructing a

2D conductance or force histogram. We therefore focus the analysis on the force traces, and use an alternate approach, based

on identification of all sharp drops in individual force traces with an automated algorithm. Each force drop corresponds either

to a structural rearrangement in the junction or junction rupture. Each such event can be associated with the conductance of the

junction immediately prior to the abrupt jump in force. One key difference between the 2D force analysis technique used

above and this alternate force event identification method is that the former relies on the identification of events through

conductance and therefore does not bias the results towards larger force values that are more easily identified.

Fig. 12.4 (a) Two-dimensional conductance histogram of C4A constructed from over 3,500 traces with a molecular conductance step. Features

representing a sequence of Au contacts clearly appear at integer multiples of G0. A molecular signature can be clearly seen at 9 � 10�4 G0. Inset:

A sample conductance trace showing a G0 and molecular plateau with zero displacement set to the end of the molecular plateau. (b) The two-

dimensional force histogram for C4A is constructed from the simultaneously acquired force traces of the same set of traces used to construct the

conductance histogram. The average force profile (black curve) shows a clear drop at zero-displacement, which gives a statistically determined

breaking force for the N-Au bond of ~0.6 nN. Inset: The simultaneously acquired force trace aligned after the molecular step is shown
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Table 12.1 Comparison of most frequently measured conductance and rupture force for molecular junctions with a nitrogen termination having

different backbones (rows 1–4) and saturated backbones having different linker groups (rows 4–6)

No. Molecule Chemical structure

Conductance

(G0)

Bond rupture force (nN)

Expt. DFT

1 1,4 benzenediamine (BDA) 6 � 10�3 0.5 0.46

2 4,40 bipyridine (BP) 1 � 10�4 0.8 1.00

3 1,6 hexanediamine (C6A) 1 � 10�4 0.6 –

4 1,4 butanediamine (C4A) 9 � 10�4 0.6 0.84

5 1,4-bis(methylsulfide) butane (C4SMe) 1 � 10�3 0.7 0.84

6 1,5 bis-(diphenyl-phosphino)-pentane (C5DPP) 7 � 10�4 0.8a 1.4b

Rupture forces predicted by DFT adiabatic trajectory simulations of representative junctions are also listed for quantitative comparison
aExperiments with C5DPP showed evidence of significant fluctuations in force over the course of individual molecular conductance signatures
bDFT calculations for butane with dimethylphosphine links [33]

Fig. 12.5 Sample conductance (red) and force (blue) traces for C4SMe (a) and C4SH (c). The double headed arrows indicate a 0.2 nm

displacement. 2D histograms showing each identified force drop event and its corresponding conductance value for C4SMe (b – 51,000 events)

and C4SH (d – 121,000 events). The conductance bin size is 30 bins per decade, and the force bin size is 0.04 nN
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In Fig. 12.5b, d we show the two-dimensional histograms correlating the change in force for each force event against the

associated conductance immediately prior to the force event from all measured traces for C4SMe and C4SH. Each count in

this 2D histogram represents a force and conductance value of an individual trace, as determined by the automated

algorithm. We see first that both histograms show a large number of force events at a conductance value around 1 G0.

These force events correspond to rearrangement and the final breaking of a single-atom gold contact. Second, for C4SH

(Fig. 12.5d), we find numerous force events spread along the conductance axis from just below 1 G0 to the experimental

conductance noise floor of about 2 � 10�5 G0. For C4SH, we find that 75% of all measured traces exhibit force events with a

conductance below 1 G0. Furthermore, from this selected subset, we find that each trace has an average of 2.7 force events.

This is a direct indication that junctions formed with the S-Au bond undergo substantial rearrangements with varied atomic

structure that sustain a broad range of conductance values. In contrast, the C4SMe data (Fig. 12.5b) shows that almost all

force events below 1 G0 occur within a narrowly defined conductance range [33]. Of all the measured traces, 40% show force

events for a conductance below 1 G0, and of this subset, each trace has an average of 1.5 force events. Thus although some

structural rearrangement might occur in SMe terminated molecular junctions, they are not accompanied by large changes in

conductance. This agrees with previous DFT based junction elongation simulations that show shifts in attachment point for

the donor-acceptor bond with modest changes in junction conductance [33]. Finally, the C4SH data also shows a significant

number of force events with conductance values within our experimental noise; a large number of force events occur at a

conductance that is too low to measure in this set-up. This could be due to the formation of molecular dimers or due to

pulling out of chains of gold atoms, as has been seen in simulations [37–40].

12.4 Discussion

We have used DFT-based calculations to simulate the junction elongation [40, 41] process and to understand the trends in the

rupture forces for the molecules studied here. Representative junction structures are developed with similar orientation and

link bonding for comparisons. Each Au tip and surface were modeled with an Au pyramid (20 atoms each) with (111)

surfaces with the tip atom on the top pyramid moved to an adatom site on one facet resulting in a blunt, three atom tip [33].

Here we focused on the portion of the trajectory where the junction was elongated from a local energy minimum through the

inflection point and finally probed the dissociated structure after one bond ruptures. The back layer of Au atoms in each

pyramid was held fixed with a bulk lattice parameter of 4.08 Å. All other degrees of freedom were relaxed until all forces

were less than 0.005–0.01 eV/Å for each junction structure. The junction was elongated in steps of 0.05–0.1 Å by increasing

the separation between the pyramids along the z direction and then fully optimizing the geometry. Density functional theory

total energy calculations and geometry optimization were performed with the VASP package [42], using the projector

augmented wave approach which naturally included scalar relativistic effects for Au [43, 44] and the generalized gradient

approximation (GGA) of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) [45] for the exchange-correlation density functional. The

model junction was placed in a hexagonal supercell (a ¼ 2.0 nm, c ¼ 3.5 nm) and the basis set for solution of the Kohn-

Sham equations was determined by a 400 eV cutoff.

The qualitative features of the calculated energy and force curves of an adiabatic junction trajectory are demonstrated in

Fig. 12.6a. In this case the calculations were performed by pulling on a C4SMe junction (Fig. 12.6b). Under the application

of increasing force due to junction elongation, the total energy increases from its local minimum value. Finally, a maximum

sustained force value (here ~0.8 nN) is reached. In these junction structures, the link bonds are not identical. One of the two

undergoes most of the elongation and after the maximum sustained force that link bond length rapidly increases,

corresponding to bond rupture. The calculated values listed for the maximum sustained force in Table 12.1 represent

model structures for each junction with similar backbone orientation, giving a good basis for assessing chemical trends.

They do generally represent a single adiabatic junction elongation trajectory. However, our previous studies [33] have

shown that small changes in junction structure (attachment point or molecule orientation) can lead to ~0.1–0.2 nN variations

in the maximum sustained force. More generally, we can also expect that diverse junction structures are sampled in the

experiments, including variations in Au-linker bond orientation in the junction and relative to the pulling direction

(Fig. 12.6c–f).

With due considerations for the variations in junction structures as well as the fluctuations due to temperature and

mechanical vibrations encountered in experiments, there is a good agreement between the DFT calculations of maximum

sustained force and experimental rupture forces. For the phosphine links (C5DPP in the experiments), calculations suggested

a substantially larger maximum sustained force. The typical maximum sustained force for the Au-P donor-acceptor bond

was around 1.4 nN for butane with the dimethylphosphine linker and there were clear indications that the stress is sufficient

to rearrange the local Au atomic arrangement near the link bond [27, 33]. However, the selectivity of the link bonding motif,
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to specific undercoordinated Au atomic sites, still results in the well-defined conductance plateaus. In phosphine linked

junctions, modest steps in conductance are often observed in individual experimental traces that may correspond to

rearrangement. Qualitatively, the DFT-based simulations are consistent with the measurements, but the relatively low

measured average rupture force has not been explained. One possibility is that constraints in full junction formation (bonds

to substrate and tip, accommodating the bulky tertiary phenyl groups) result in structures where the donor-acceptor bonds are

weaker than optimal. The rearrangement of the local Au atomic structure may also be significant.

For junctions with S-Au linkage, DFT based calculations have indicated that selected scenarios support a maximum

sustained Au-S bond force in excess of 1.5 nN [41, 46]. More strikingly, detailed molecular dynamics simulations of thiol

linked junction evolution show a rich series of rupture/rearrangement events with the molecule removing one or more Au

atoms in the final, ruptured state [37–40]. Also, the position and resulting effects of the hydrogen from the SH can lead to

drastic changes in force and conductance values [40, 41, 46, 47]. The experimental behavior of conductance and force

trajectories for C4SH junctions, summarized in Fig. 12.5c, d, are consistent with a sustained force that is sufficient to drive

substantial rearrangement of the local structure during elongation. However, most of these events occur with a change in

force that is substantially less than the average force required to rupture the Au point contact. This does not imply that they

do not break at the Au-Au bond. Molecular dynamics simulations illustrate that junctions formed with Au-S links can result

in contact structures that have varied geometries. In contrast to the idealized structure (Fig. 12.6c), the terminal Au atom

could be on the side of an electrode structure (Fig. 12.6d), the constraints on junction formation with two distinct link bonds,

one to each electrode, can result in an angle between the backbone and the pulling direction (Fig. 12.6e), and the

coordination of the Au atom to which the S is bonded can be altered (Fig. 12.6f). A key factor is the strength of the Au-S

bond relative to the softness of the Au resulting in local rearrangement under stress [37–40]. Our calculated adiabatic

trajectories for selected scenarios illustrate that the maximum sustained force can be both larger and smaller than the

nominal Au single point contact rupture force, depending on the structure. A broader-based survey of structure as well as

investigation of the role of thermal fluctuations and solvent interactions will be essential to fully understand the measured

rupture forces in cases like thiol bonded junctions with strong bonds to Au. The occurrence of these non-ideal evolution

scenarios is supported by our experimental results for conductance and force of C5DPP and C4SH single molecule junctions.

In summary, we demonstrated an experimental approach to simultaneously measure force and conductance data for

single molecular junctions, developing and establishing a new, two-dimensional histogram method to statistically evaluate

thousands of individual measurements. This method leads to an experimentally determined average breaking force of a

single Au-Au bond of 1.4 nN, based on over 31,000 individual measurements. Using a set of N terminated molecules, we

showed that the electronic structure of the molecular backbone alters N-Au bond strengths considerably, as can be seen both

in the calculations and measurements: 1,4-benzenediamine binds most weakly to Au atoms, while the pyridine-gold bond

exhibits the largest breaking force among the molecules considered here. We then presented measurements for four different

chemical linker groups connected to saturated backbones. Analyzing this data using the 2D conductance and force

Fig. 12.6 (a) Calculated total energy (top) and force (bottom) curves from an adiabatic trajectory calculation for C4SMe, shown as a function of

displacement. Bar shown at right indicates the asymptotic value. This calculation demonstrates the typical qualitative features of single-molecule

junctions with donor-acceptor interactions. (b) Snapshot of the C4SMe junction structure near the local energy minimum. (c–f) Illustrations of

possible contact structures in single-molecule junctions formed with C4SH. Scenarios include: (c) H atom remains on the S, (d) Au atom is not at

the apex of the electrode, (e) junction is formed at an angle, and (f) Au atom coordination is altered due to chain formation
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histograms, we have shown that amine, methylsulfide, and diphenylphosphine linkers break in a molecular junction with a

most probable breaking force of about 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8 nN respectively, indicating rupture at the donor-acceptor linkage. In

the case of thiol linkers, we compiled force and conductance data from individual traces, since we did not observe a well-

defined molecular conductance signature. Correlating the occurrence of force events with conductance, we find that C4SH

junctions on average have more force events per trace than C4SMe. This observation supports the notion that a strong

covalent sulfur-gold bond drives more significant rearrangement of these molecular junctions. By combining simultaneous

measurement of force and conductance with statistical analysis and DFT simulations we obtain a quantitative insight into the

electronics and mechanics of single-molecule junctions. In the future, these results can help us understand and engineer

molecular electronic devices with varied functionality.
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